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Abstract. English for specific purposes which is aimed at developing a specific English material for the students of accounting major is important aspect due to as the specification of materials for teaching English at Vocational Senior High School 2 is needed by the students. This research is aimed at the students’ voices on the specific material needed by the students at accounting major would become an end result of English teaching material. This research is aimed at finding specific English materials for accounting major at Vocational Senior High School 2 of Jambi City. Some structured-questions were distributed to arrange the students’ interests of the specific materials. This research was conducted in two classes of SMK Negeri 2 Kota Jambi using a qualitative research. A thematic analysis was implemented in relation to the specific English materials used in the classroom. The findings reveal that some materials are matched with accounting major but some others are not. The materials for accounting major are compiled in a handbook of English material for accounting students which are two chapters of materials; Introduction to Accounting and Conceptual Framework of Accounting.
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INTRODUCTION

Learning English as a Foreign Language is not difficult even has its own challenges to learn and understand comes together into students’ mind. When students complain about how difficult to understand a second/foreign language (Hymes, 2015) at the same time students are talking about difficulty of finding the correct words and using the correct sentence with the correct grammar in line with the difficulty of expressing ideas (Payne and Turner, 1999). By having correct grammar, the teachers share and transform the knowledge the correct understanding of the language.

Sharing and transforming knowledge to learner need a long process of learning which means a transformative process of taking in information internalizes and mixes with what the learners have experienced changes and what the learners know and builds on what the students do (Bingham and Conner, 2010). The process of learning is based on input, process, and reflection.

In almost the same sound, Ambrose (2010) explains that learning is a process that leads to change, which occurs as a result of experience and increases the potential of improved performance and future learning. To arouse learning English seems to be based on the students’ future learning intention. For example, the students of accounting seem to be motivated in learning English if the learning materials have a tight relationship with their major. Accounting as one major of program in SMK Negeri 2 Kota Jambi has crucial needs for specific English materials occupy in the classroom. The previous results of my research showed that accounting students needs specific English materials to be used in their classroom.

To response the previous research results, the researcher conducted another research only to find out what kinds of materials that the students of accounting really need to learn. It is hoped that by having the results through this research, the researcher is able to arrange a new English material for accounting students. It is also hoped that the results would be applicable into the classroom and could motivate the students to improve their English skills ability.

In this case, English becomes one of the most important subjects of language education for students in Indonesia. Therefore, before learning, keep in mind that the material studied already in accordance with the students’ needs. To achieve effectiveness and alignment between the needs and the ability of students, it is
necesary to conduct a research on the needs of students in learning English in college.

In English for Specific Purposes (ESP), English is taught to meet students’ needs in learning English suits to their specialization. The needs in area of specialization are worthy considering since the language we speak and write varies from one context to another (Hutchinson and Waters, 1987). Further, if a group of learners’ English language needs can be accurately specified, it will be easy to determine the content of a language program that will meet these needs.

Suyadi (2016) states that English needs a specific method and materials of teaching and learning in order to make more useful for the learners and not wasting time of teaching the students. To make it more useful, of course, the teachers of English need to consider the basic needs of the students in learning the English at their classroom. Specific English materials should be used for a specific study program of the students. In other words, every study program should have its own specification of English materials.

Students’ needs of English in specific discipline can be analyzed through Needs Analysis (Richard, 2001). Needs analysis is used to develop objectives and content, and it can provide data for reviewing an existing program (Richards in Nunan, 1988). According to Iwai et al. (1999) cited in Songhori (2008), the term of “needs analysis” generally refers to the activities that are involved in collecting information that will serve as the basis for developing a curriculum that will meet the needs of a particular group of students. Moreover, Spratt (2005) said:

Students’ personal needs, teacher should choose suitable materials, topic, speed of lesson, activities, approach to teaching (activity-based, topic-based), treatment of individual learners, skills, interaction patterns (group, pair or individual), and types of feedback. Meanwhile, in order for teacher to meet students’ learning needs, they should choose suitable materials and topic, activities, interaction pattern, approach to teaching, language and skills level of language and skills, learning strategies and workload.

It means identifying students’ needs are crucial to design English for Specific Purposes (ESP) course in terms of deciding suitable materials. Students’ needs analysis is often described as the first step that the curriculum or course planners should do to determine the students’ skills, competences, knowledge, needs and purposes in learning. This step helps the curriculum planners or learning provider knew whether the content of the courses is relevant with the students’ needs or not. Furthermore, according to Richards (2001), Students’ needs in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) are described in terms of performance, that is, in terms of what the learner will be able to do with the language at the end of a course of study. In many cases, students’ needs may be relatively easy to determine, particularly if learners need to learn a language for very specific purposes, for example, employment in fields such as tourism, nursing, accounting or the hotel industry (Richards, 2001).

Richards (2001) further says that needs analysis in language teaching may be used for a number of different purposes. For example, to find out what language skills a learner needs in order to perform a particular role, such as sales manager, or tour guide; to identify a gap between what students are able to do and what they need to be able to do; to collect information about a particular problem learners experience; to determine which students from a group are most in need of training in particular language skills, and to identify a change of direction that people in reference group feel is important.

Needs itself, are often described in terms of a linguistic deficiency, that is, as describing the difference between what the learners can presently do in a language and what the learners should be able to do. What are identified as needs depends on a judgment and reflects the interest and values of those making such a judgment. Teachers, learners, employers, parents, and other stakeholders may thus have different views as to what needs are. Connelly and Cl đángin (1988) define a stakeholder as a person or people with a right to comment on, and have input into, the curriculum process offered in schools. Different stakeholders may want different things from the curriculum. In addition, Brindley (1984) says,

“The term need is not as straightforward as it might appear, and hence the term is sometimes used to refer to wants, desires, demands, expectation, motivations, lacks, constraints, and requirements”.

In an educational setting, a students’ needs analysis helps students identify where they are in terms of their knowledge, skills and competences, where they wish to be and their learning goals. It is related to the statement that adults learn better when they can see a reason why they are following a program of study and find the relevance between their purpose in learning and the content of the study that they must learn. The information from the needs analysis will also be used to formulate a syllabus and develop teaching material.

According Hutchinson and Water (1987) target needs is defined, as an umbrella term that includes three distinctions: necessities, lacks, and wants. SMK N 2 Kota Jambi has some departments such as accounting, tourism, and secretary. Some students tell if they need specific materials in learning English because they have difficult when their practical work.
Based on the fact above, the researcher takes much interest in conducting the research dealing with English for Specific Purposes (ESP), especially on the learners’ needs. Here the researcher wants to examine the learners’ needs of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) at SMK N 2 Kota Jambi especially in accounting program because English is important for SMK N 2 Kota Jambi students since many technical accounting books are written in English and they are ready for their practical job that required English mastery.

In analyzing the data, this research is using qualitative method which is based on the students’ voice on the English material used in the SMK Negeri 2 Kota Jambi. Using descriptive qualitative method explains the problem solving. Creswell (2012) perceives “A qualitative research study is needed to explore this phenomenon from the perspective of distance education students”. This research is not only a sample of collecting the data, but covers data analysis, and interpretation to the research problem can also be concluded also not qualitative not only search data but also data can be problem solving the research. Beverley Hancock (2009:7) said that qualitative research is concerned with developing explanations of social phenomena. That is to say, it aims to help us to understand the social world in which we live and why things are the way they are.

The conclusion of the above argument, qualitative descriptive is the research to describe the research subject by collecting data of students’ voices on English material for accounting students. Their opinions toward learning process in the classroom.

**METHOD**

In analyzing the data, this research is using qualitative method which is based on the students’ voice on the English material used in the SMK Negeri 2 Kota Jambi. Using descriptive qualitative method explains the problem solving. Creswell (2012) perceives “A qualitative research study is needed to explore this phenomenon from the perspective of distance education students”. This research is not only a sample of collecting the data, but covers data analysis, and interpretation to the research problem can also be concluded also not qualitative not only search data but also data can be problem solving the research. Beverley Hancock (2009:7) said that qualitative research is concerned with developing explanations of social phenomena. That is to say, it aims to help us to understand the social world in which we live and why things are the way they are.

The conclusion of the above argument, qualitative descriptive is the research to describe the research subject by collecting data of students’ voices on English material for accounting students. Their opinions toward learning process in the classroom.

**FINDINGS**

**Part A: Indicator 1: General Information**

General Information is divided into five item, they are gender, identity of respondent, length of learning English, courses that the students ever studied before and level of English language skills. In gender information, the researcher wanted to know the sum of male and female students in order to know the teaching and learning process in the classroom of accounting. In identity item, the information that the researcher wanted to know is about the name of the participant, their study programs involved the university’s name and semester where they are now. In the length of learning English item, the researcher wanted to know the period of time the students started learning English. Whereas, in the courses that the students ever taken before, the researcher wanted to know whether the students’ knowledge of English could help them in learning English at accounting program. Then, in the level of English language skill item, the researcher wanted to know whether the students’ language skills in English could motivate them to learn English. Those items were taken by using questions as the basic identification of the students’ background knowledge for studying English at accounting department program. The basic identification was used to be a variable that is affected the students’ achievement as they were used as an analysis below:

Identity was divided into male and female. Participants were 46 students the result showed that Male students were 20 while Female students were 26 persons. It means that mostly female students are interested in choosing accounting program where 55.52% shown in the diagram and 43.48% male students.

From the figure 1 above, it is shown that most of the female students are dominated accounting program compared to the male students.

In the length of learning English item, it is found that there are 31 students or 67.39% from the total students ever taken English course since they have been in 4th grade of Primary School. It was due to the government put English as a compulsory subject in Indonesia, so, some schools put English into their school curriculum. It is only 15 students or 32.61% of the student started learning English at Junior High School, no one of the student started learning English at Senior High School, neither ever had English before.

Based on the above figure, it is clear that most of the students at accounting program started learning English at 4th Grade of Primary School even though their knowledge of English could not much help them in understanding English.

Whereas, in the item of English course which ever been taken by the students, it is proven that 29 students or 63.04% never had an English course before. Three students or 6.52% had ever taken an English course at Conversation class, four students or 8.69% ever had taken Intermediate class, with 6 students or 13.04% ever had Elementary class, and finally three students or
8.69% ever had an English course at Primary class. The following figure expresses the data above.

To complete Part A for general information, the researcher asked the students about the level of English-language skill that the students perceived to have. English-language skills which are included in the questions are Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, and also Translation, Vocabulary and Pronunciation. The following figure describes about it.

![Figure 1: English Language Skill Level](image)

The above figure revealed that only two or 4.35% students felt that their Reading skills is ‘Good’, three students or 6.5% students felt also ‘Good’ in their Translation, and only three or 6.5% students who also felt ‘Good’ in their Pronunciation in English. It means that only about three students who felt ‘Good’ in only at three skills of English. Whereas, at the skills such as Listening, Speaking, Writing, and Vocabulary there were no one felt ‘Good’.

The level of English-language skills which dominated the ‘Very Poor’ categories are Writing with 24 students or 52.17%, Pronunciation with 25 students or 54.35%, Speaking with 22 students or 45.65%, Translation with 19 students or 41.32%, Vocabulary with 17 students or 36.95%, Listening with 9 students or 19.56%, and Reading with 2 students or 4.35%.

From the general information that the researcher found is that the students need the all language-skills in English to improve their English at Accounting Program. It means that for the future English materials should involve the all language-skills in English in order to motivate the students in learning English. Based on those reasons, the researcher needs to develop a new English material for Accounting Program.

**Part B: Indicator 2. Target Needs**

In Part B is called as Indicator 2 which consists of 17 questions divided into three (3) sections namely, Lacks, Necessities, and Wants. Section 1 was Lacks consisted on eight questions as described below:

**Section 1: Lacks**

The results of questionnaires shown that the question number 1, “Does the English subject meet your needs regarding the use of the English language?” got the answer of ‘Adequately’ is 20 students or 43.48% which is meant that the previous English materials was not fully met the needs of the students at Accounting Program. It was also supported by the answer of ‘Not Much’ with 6 students or 13.04% showed that the previous English materials was not fully met the needs of Accounting Program at University of Jambi. Fortunately, there was no one saying that the previous English materials was ‘Not at all’, it means that even it was not fulfilling the students’ needs for accounting program, but it was still fulfilled the basic needs of English.

The question number 2 is about the receptivity of the students to the previous English materials shown that 37 students or 80.43% answered with ‘High’ category, ‘Indifferent’ category reached 9 students or 19.57%, and no one answered the category ‘Very High’. It was shown that the previous materials were easy to be received by the students as they could give comments that the previous English materials were not matched with their study program.

The question number 3 is about the students’ participation in the process of teaching and learning which was revealed there were 23 students or 50% answered ‘Seldom’ to contribute their specific knowledge and personal experience in the classroom. There were 4 students or 8.70% answered ‘Never’ had a chance to contribute their knowledge and personal experience in the classroom. It was only 6 students or 13.04% who answered ‘Always’ category to the
question. It means that the involvement of the specific knowledge of the students in the process of teaching and learning is very important in order to improve the students’ target knowledge of study program. The following figure described the above arguments.

The question number 4 expressed the students’ independency to read English text. It was revealed that 28 students or 60.87% answered ‘No’ independency after learning the previous English materials, moreover, if it is related to the specific knowledge of accountancy.

In the question number 5, the students were asked about the expectation after they learnt English whether they could be able to use more texts in English or not especially dealt with their study program at accounting. The result shown that 30 students or 65.22% of them answered ‘Yes’, with 6 students or 13.04% answered ‘No’, whereas another 10 students or 21.74% answered ‘Don’t Know’ category. Those results revealed that the students’ needs of English materials was to use more texts in English, but the previous materials were not completing their needs, or in another words that the students’ ‘Lacks’ of learning English materials was really occurred. For this reason, the researcher concluded to produce a product of teaching English for Accounting Program. The following figure proved those realities.

Then, for the question number 6, the researcher asked the students whether English materials could help them in improving the students’ ability English skills. The answering category of ‘A Lot’ has dominated the students’ answers especially for ‘Translation’ skills which got 26 students or 56.52%. It means that the students need to translate in learning English in order to help them to understand. Vocabulary was also got higher percentage of the students’ answer with 23 students or 50% we were choosing this category which means that they needs to know more vocabulary relates to accountancy. The following figure was shown those reasons.

![Figure 2: English Skills help the Students’ Lacks](image)

The question number 7 was asked the student basic knowledge of English when they started learning at Accounting Program. It was only 1 student or 2.17% who answered that his knowledge of English was ‘Excellent’ which contradicted to the students who answered ‘Weak’ with 20 students or 43.49%. This reality shown that the students’ English skills were not helping them to improve the knowledge of English even after they learnt at Accounting Program. For this reason is shown in Figure 2.

When the students were asked about whether English subject should appear or not appear in the school curriculum of Accounting Program, they still want to have English as an ‘Obligatory’ subject in the Faculty with 33 students or 71.74%. Even there were 5 students or 10.87% wanted to delete the English subject from Faculty curriculum.

Based on the data gathered above, it was clear that the target needs in section 1 ‘Lacks’, that the students’ weaknesses on the English skills are proven. So, the researcher comes to the conclusion to overcome the weaknesses by developing students’ book which covers the four skills of English completed with Vocabulary, Translation and Pronunciation. Those skills would be combined with the target knowledge of accountancy to support the students’ study program.

**Section 2: Necessities**

Section 2 was Necessities which has 6 questions. The purpose of this section was to find out the students’ necessities to study English at Accounting Program. The results of the questionnaire were shown that each skill of English has different percentage. As in the question number 1, the students felt necessary to understand spoken skill in English with the 31 students or 67.40%
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wanted it to be appeared in the teaching materials at Accounting Program. Understanding Reading strategies was also had higher choices with 23 students or 50%. It means that the students felt necessary to build up reading texts on the English materials at Accounting Program in order to meet their target knowledge in study program.

The following question and figure were shown the evidence.

“In English course, which of the following objectives do you consider most appropriate to meet your needs”:

- a. Understanding spoken in English = 31 (67.40%)
- b. Knowing the grammatical structures of the language = 23 (50%)
- c. Developing reading strategies = 23 (50%)
- d. Translating some English texts into Bahasa Indonesia = 17 (36.96%)
- e. Speaking English = 17 (36.96%)
- f. Writing in English = 13 (28.26%)
- g. Other(s). Please specify ………………………….

In the question number 2 which was asked the students about the importance of the English skills to their academic successes. The answers were shown that Reading skill had 29 students’ answers or 63.04% to say that it is ‘Very Important’ to have in Accounting Program. On the contrary on Writing skill which had no one saying that it was ‘Very Important’ materials to have in Accounting Program. Meanwhile, Pronunciation had 3 students’ answers or 6.52% that was saying ‘Not Important’ to have in Accounting Program. The following figure was shown this proof.
When the students were asked about what they wanted to manage after completing English course, surprisingly, 36 students or 78.26% of them wanted to make an outline for presentation, report or project in accounting work. From this result it was revealed that writing and speaking skills are needed to be taught at Accounting Program in order to realize their ambition on their future works.

“You think that as a result of this course you manage to”:

a. Develop your academic purpose = 24 (52.17%)
b. Making an outline for a presentation, report or project in accounting = 36 (78.26%)
c. Understanding and verbalizing common forms in accounting = 23 (50%)
d. Find relevant information = 6 (13.04%)
e. Make summaries = 8 (17.39%)
f. Use reading strategies = 6 (13.04%)
g. Use the dictionary = 4 (8.70%)
h. Develop your own way of reading = 4 (8.70%)
i. Get to know the English language better = 13 (28.26%)
j. None of the above = 0
k. Other (s). Please specify = 0

The following figure was shown that reason.

The Results after Learning English

Based on those data were gathered, the students’ necessities on English skills were very important to be included on the text book especially which are related to their study program at accountancy. Vocabulary, Translation and Pronunciation are also important to meet the students’ necessities in learning English. Those English skills were not existed fully in their previous materials.

After analyzing those data, so the researcher came to the conclusion that an apt English material for Accounting Program is need to be produced.

Section 3 was named as Wants which had 3 questions. In this section, the researcher wanted to find out the students’ desires in learning English especially it is correlated with their accounting study program. The very surprisingly result was that 40 students or 86.96% answered that ‘Learning English seems to be: Useful for getting a job’. It means that the students wanted to have a good job in accounting work which becomes their study program at SMK Negeri 2 Kota Jambi.

This result is displayed in the following figure.

“Learning English seems to you to be”:

a. Preparation to meet the needs of the consumer society = 18 (39.13%)
b. A means for spreading the imperialist domination of other nations = 2 (4.35%)
c. A way of getting to know other peoples = 3 (6.52%)
d. A means of access to the specific bibliography in your area = 36 (78.26%)
e. A means of access to any text in English = 13 (28.26%)
f. Useful for getting a job = 40 (86.96%)
g. Other (s). Please specify = 0

The question number 2 was about ‘Learning English should improve the students’ target knowledge in accounting”, had the answers of 28 students or 60.87% saying that it was important to have in English materials. Another 18 students or 39.13% answered it was ‘Very Important’ to include the accountancy knowledge at the English subject materials in order to match between the students’ target knowledge and the English knowledge. For this evidence, the following figure could answer it.
To complete the students’ desires on learning English at Accounting Program, they proved by giving the answers of the question number 3, “Learning English should combine between the target knowledge and the English skills”. Twenty-eight students or 60.87% was saying that Reading was very important to have in English materials and it should be completed with Vocabulary with 20 students or 43.48% were saying it was very important. The following figure was shown to this reason.

Part C: Learning Needs

Section 1: Materials

Indicator 3 was divided into two main sections. In Section 1: Materials, which was divided into two items, first, asking about the types of materials that could be suit to be included at Accounting Program. Second item was asking about the specific materials which were combination between the knowledge of English and the knowledge of accountancy would create a new zest for the students to learn English while building up their main study program as well.
supposed to be learnt in the classroom activities. These specific materials would be the topics for the textbook.

The question about “What types of materials do you think the accounting program should include?”. Point a) the type of textbooks and syllabus had 36 students or 78.26% answers saying that it was very important to be included. While another 10 students or 21.74% answered that textbooks and syllabus were important to be included. No one answered this type was not important, less important and average. It means that the students’ learning needs on Section 1 or materials was textbooks.

![Figure 8: Types of materials should be include](image)

Notes:
- a. Textbooks and syllabus
- b. Kind of forms used on job
- c. Video tapes
- d. Booklets
- e. Tutorial

While in the point b) kind of forms used on job such as journal, ledger, bank notes, etc., had 24 students’ answers or 52.26% of ‘Very Important’ category, 19 students or 41.30% answered for ‘Important’ category, and 3 students or 6.52% chose ‘Average’ category. From these results, it was clear that these kind of forms were needed to be included in type of materials should be used in the classroom activity. No one answered for the categories of ‘Not Important’ and ‘Less Important’ was only to convince that these kinds of forms were useful for the students of accounting.

In the point c) was about “video tapes relating to accounting and business in general”, had no one answered for ‘Not Important’ category and 9 students or 19.57% answered ‘Less Important’ category which means that it was useful to include video tapes on the process of teaching and learning English at Accounting Program. It was supported with 30 students or 65.22% answered ‘Average’ category, with 6 students or 13.04% were saying ‘Important’ category, and only one student or 2.17% who said it was ‘Very Important’ to use video tapes in the classroom for accounting.

Point d) “Booklets” had 27 students or 58.70% answers ‘Less Important’ category, two students or 4.35% answered ‘Not Important’ category which was meant that ‘Booklets’ was not really important to be used in the classroom activity. Whereas in point e) ‘Tutorial’ had 21 students or 45.65% answers for ‘Not Important’ category and 25 students or 54.35% for ‘Less Important’ category which were meant that ‘Tutorial’ was not really need to be included in the classroom activity at accounting program while learning English.

**CONCLUSION**

The researcher came to the conclusion that creating a textbook for English materials for accounting major was really important. It should be completed with discussing some authentic materials in it, using some videos visual, and no tutorials.

The second item in the third indicator was “Specific topics for learning English at Accounting Program should be”. This item was divided into eight topics which were proposed to be included in the teaching materials at accounting program. The students were asked to choose the categories of ‘Not Important’, ‘Less Important’, ‘Average’, ‘Important’, or ‘Very Important’, to form their opinions on the future topics for learning English at accounting major.

In this item, there were eight points that were asked to the students to choose. The eight points were about the topics of the proposed English textbook which would be produced. The eight points were a) Introduction to Accounting, b) Conceptual Framework of Accounting.

Point a) was asking about “Introduction to Accounting” had 43 students or 93.48% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 3 students or 6.52% answered to the category of ‘Important’. No one answered ‘Not Important’, ‘Less Important’, and
‘Average’ categories. Based on these proofs, it was clear that “Introduction to Accounting” was really needed to be existed in the textbook of English for Accounting.

Point b) was asking about “Conceptual Framework of Accounting” had 42 students or 91.30% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 4 students or 8.70% answered to the category ‘Important’. No one answered to the categories of ‘Not Important’, ‘Less Important’, and ‘Average’ which were meant that this material was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting.

Point c) was asking about “Basic Accounting Procedures” had 43 students or 93.48% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and only 3 students or 6.52% answered to the category of ‘Important’. Seeing from this evidence, it was clear that this topic was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting. Meanwhile, in the categories of ‘Not Important’ and ‘Less Important’, there were no one answered on them.

In point d) was asking about “Journal” had 36 students or 78.26% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 7 students or 15.22% answered to ‘Important’ category which were meant that ‘Journal’ was needed to be included. One student or 2.17% answered to the category ‘Less Important’, 2 students or 4.35% answered to the category of ‘Average’, and no one answered to the category of ‘Not Important’. Based on these data, it was very convincing that “Journal” was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting.

Point e) was asking about “Ledger” had 30 students or 65.22% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 14 students or 30.43% answered to ‘Important’ category which were meant that “Ledger” was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting. Only one student or 2.17% said that it was ‘Average’ and one student or 2.17% said that it was ‘Less Important’, and no one answered that ‘Ledger’ was ‘Not Important’.

Point f) was asking about “Bank Reconciliation Statement” had 27 students or 58.83% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 15 students or 32.61% answered to the category of ‘Important’. The data was shown that this topic was needed to be included to the textbook of English for Accounting as one of the material at Accounting Program. Four students or 8.70% gave the answer to the category of ‘Average’ and no one answered for ‘Not Important’ and ‘Less Important’ categories. From this data, it was clear that “Bank Reconciliation Statement” as one of the topic was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting.

In the point g) was asking about “Capital and Revenue Transaction” had 22 students or 47.83% answered to the category of ‘Very Important’ and 21 students or 45.65% was saying that it was ‘Important’. Only 3 students or 6.52% answered to the category of ‘Average’, with no one said ‘Not Important’ neither ‘Less Important’. From this data, it was clear that “Capital and Revenue Transaction” was needed to be included in the textbook of English for Accounting.

The point h) was asking about “English skills should be combined with the accounting knowledge” in the textbook of English for Accounting was also had 23 students or 50% to the category or ‘Very Important’ and 23 students or 50% to the category of ‘Important’. From this data, it was clear that the combination of the accounting knowledge and the English skills were very important to be integrated in the textbook of English for Accounting at University of Jambi.

Note:

a. Introduction to Accounting
b. Conceptual Framework of Accounting
c. Basic Accounting Procedures
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